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Abstract. The paper considers the brachistochronic motion of a variable
mass nonholonomic mechanical system [3] in a horizontal plane, between two
speciﬁed positions. Variable mass particles are interconnected by a lightweight
mechanism of the ‘pitchfork’ type. The law of the time-rate of mass variation
of the particles, as well as relative velocities of the expelled particles, as a
function of time, are known. Diﬀerential equations of motion, where the reactions of nonholonomic constraints and control forces ﬁgure, are created based
on the general theorems of dynamics of a variable mass mechanical system
[5]. The formulated brachistochrone problem, with adequately chosen quantities of state, is solved, in this case, as the simplest task of optimal control
by applying Pontryagin’s maximum principle [1]. A corresponding two-point
boundary value problem (TPBVP) of the system of ordinary nonlinear diﬀerential equations is obtained, which, in a general case, has to be numerically
solved [2]. On the basis of thus obtained brachistochronic motion, the active
control forces, along with the reactions of nonholonomic constraints, are determined. The analysis of the brachistochronic motion for diﬀerent values of the
initial position of a variable mass particle B is presented. Also, the interval of
values of the initial position of a variable mass particle B, for which there are
the TPBVP solutions, is determined.

1. Introduction
A nonholonomic mechanical system [3] is composed of two variable mass particles, A and B, whose motion is constrained by the imposition of perpendicularity
of the velocities by means of the Chaplygin blades of negligible masses, as shown
in Figure 1a. In order to develop the diﬀerential equations of motion of a variable
mass nonholonomic mechanical system (henceforth referred to as ‘the system’),
as well as for the needs of further considerations, ﬁrst, two Cartesian reference
coordinate systems must be introduced: the stationary coordinate system Oxyz,
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whose coordinate plane Oxy coincides with the horizontal plane of motion, and the
non-stationary coordinate system Aξηζ that is rigidly attached to point A of the
system, so that the coordinate plane Aξη coincides with the plane Oxy (refer to
Figure 1a). The axis of the non-stationary coordinate system Aξ is determined
by the direction AB, that is B ∈ Aξ, whereas unit vectors of the non-stationary
coordinate system axes are ~λ, µ
~ and ~ν , respectively. Variable mass particles A and
B are interconnected by a lightweight mechanism of the ’pitchfork’ type, which allows the distance AB = ξ 6= const. to change. The conﬁguration of the considered
system relative to the system Oxyz is deﬁned by a set of Lagrangian coordinates
(q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , q 4 ) , where q 1 = x and q 2 = y are Cartesian coordinates of the point
A, q 3 = ϕ is the angle between the axis Ox and the axis Aξ, whereas q 4 = ξ is
the relative coordinate of the variable mass point B relative to the non-stationary
coordinate system.

Figure 1. Variable-mass nonholonomic mechanical system.
In accordance with the restriction of motion of the points A and B of the
system, homogeneous nonholonomic constraints can be written in the following
form [3, 4]
(1.1)

ẋ cos ϕ + ẏ sin ϕ = 0,

−ẋ sin ϕ + ẏ cos ϕ + ξ ϕ̇ = 0.

The velocity of the variable mass point A relative to the system Oxyz, which
has the axis Aη direction, has the following form
(1.2)

VA = ẋ sin ϕ − ẏ cos ϕ,
~
where VA = VA · ~
µ. The coordinates of the variable mass point B relative to the
coordinate system Oxyz are
(1.3)

xB = x + ξ cos ϕ,

yB = y + ξ sin ϕ,

zB = 0.

Now, based on the second nonholonomic constraint (1.1), and taking into account the relation (1.2), the angular velocity of the system is determined in the form
VA
.
(1.4)
ϕ̇ =
ξ
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The velocity of the variable mass point B relative to the system Oxyz, which
has the axis Aξ direction, is determined based on relations (1.1) and (1.3),
(1.5)

˙
VB = ξ,

VB = V~B · ~λ.

Diﬀerential equations of motion of the variable mass system will be developed
based on general theorems of the dynamics of variable mass system [5], that is,
based on the momentum change theorem as well as on the moment of momentum
theorem for the moving point A,
~
dK
~A + ~vArel )ṁA + (V
~B + ~vBrel )ṁB ,
= F~RS + (V
dt
(1.6)
~A
dL
~A × K
~ =M
~ S + ρ~A × (V
~A + ~v rel )ṁA + ρ
~B + ~v rel )ṁB ,
+V
~B × (V
A
A
B
dt
where ~vArel and ~vBrel are relative velocities of the particles expelled from points A and
B of the system, whose directions coincide with the axes Aη and Aξ respectively
−−→
(directions represented in Figure 1a), whereas ρA = 0 and ρ
~B = AB are relative
vectors of the variable mass points A and B relative to the origin of the non~ = mA V~A +
stationary coordinate system Aξηζ. Linear momentum system is K
~B . The
~
~
~
~ B × mB V
mB VB , and angular momentum system is LA = ρ~A × mA VA + ρ
S
~
main force vector is FR , whereas the main moment of forces relative to the point
~ S.
A is M
A
The law of the time-rate of masses variation of the particles A and B as a function of time are mA (t) = mB (t) = m(t) = m0 e−km t , where km is the determined
positive constant, whereas m0 is a mass of the particles A and B at the initial time
moment t0 = 0. Relative velocities of the particles expelled from points A and B
rel
rel
of the system are vA
= vB
= v, where v is the determined positive constant. For
vector relations (1.6) there are the following corresponding scalar diﬀerential equations relative to the axes of the deﬁned non-stationary coordinate system Aξηζ,
which, after a brief rearrangement, can be written in the form as follows
(1.7)

m(VA ϕ̇ + V̇B ) = F2 − RA + km vm,
m(VB ϕ̇ − V̇A ) = −F1 + RB − km vm,
mVA VB = RB ξ,

where F1 and F2 are control forces. Now, based on the momentum change theorem,
diﬀerential equations of motion can be generated for the BC segment of the system
(see Figure 1b), the rod BC being of negligible mass, relative to the axes of the
system Aξηζ
(1.8)

mV̇B = F2 + km vm,

mVB ϕ̇ = RB + R,

where R is the projection of the resultant of a system of internal forces.
Solving the system of equations (1.7) and (1.8) determines the reactions of
nonholonomic constraints RA and RB , the control forces F1 and F2 , as well as the
resultant of a system of internal forces R, to realize motion as a function of deﬁned
quantities of state and a corresponding derivative
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RA = −m

(1.9)

VA2
,
ξ

RB = m

F1 = m(V̇A − km v),

VA VB
,
ξ

F2 = m(V̇B − km v),

R = 0.

As it is known, the realization of the brachistochronic motion of the meachanical
systems can, in general, be accomplished by the control forces, whose total power
during brachistochronic motion equals zero, and which can be represented in the
form of active control forces, the reactions forces of constraints, or by their mutual
combinations. In our case, the brachistochronic motion is realized by the active
control forces F~1 = F1 (t)~
µ and F~2 = F2 (t)~λ whose power during brachistochronic
motion equals zero
~A + F~2 · V
~B = 0,
(1.10)
P G = F~1 · V

that is
(1.11)

F1 VA + F2 VB = 0.

2. Brachistochronic motion as the problem of optimal control
In this section, the problem of brachistochronic motion of the system is formulated as the problem of optimal control [1]. In order to deﬁne the equations of
state which describe the motion of the considered system in the state space, ﬁrst,
from conditions (1.11), taking into account the law of change in the control forces
F1 and F2 given in (1.9), the following relation can be established
(2.1)

Φ̇ = 2km v(VA + VB ),

where
Φ = VA2 + VB2 .

(2.2)

Now, based on (1.1), (1.2), (1.4), (1.5) and (2.1), the equations of state can be
created in the form
VA
(2.3) ẋ = VA sin ϕ, ẏ = −VA cos ϕ, ϕ̇ =
, ξ˙ = VB , Φ̇ = 2km v(VA + VB ).
ξ
The coordinates of the initial state x, y, ϕ and ξ, as well as the function of the
quadratic form of velocities Φ, are determined at the initial position of the system
on manifolds:
(2.4)

t0 = 0,

x(t0 ) = 0,

y(t0 ) = 0,

ϕ(t0 ) = 0,

ξ(t0 ) = ξ0 ,

Φ(t0 ) = Φ0 ,

as well as the coordinates of the end state x, y, ϕ and ξ at the terminal position on
manifolds:
(2.5)

t = tf ,

x(tf ) = xf ,

y(tf ) = yf ,

ϕ(tf ) = ϕf ,

ξ(tf ) = ξf ,

where tf is the in advance unknown value of the ﬁnal time moment corresponding
to the end state of the system on manifolds (2.5). The brachistochrone problem
of the system motion described by diﬀerential equations of state (2.3), consists
of determining the coordinates of optimal control VA and VB , as well as their
corresponding state coordinates x, y, ϕ, ξ and Φ, so that the system starting from
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the initial state on manifolds (2.4) moves to the end state on manifolds (2.5) in
a minimum time. This can be expressed in the form of condition so that the
functional
Z
tf

dt,

I=

t0

on the interval [t0 , tf ] has a minimum value.
Suppose in advance the problem formulated in this way has a solution.
In order to solve the problem of optimal control, formulated by Pontryagin’s
maximum principle [1], the Pontryagin function is created in the form as follows
(2.6)

H = λ0 + λx VA sin ϕ − λy VA cos ϕ + λϕ

VA
+ λξ VB + 2km vλΦ (VA + VB ),
ξ

where λ0 = const. 6 0, λx , λy , λϕ , λξ and λΦ are the conjugate vector coordinates,
where it can be taken that λ0 = −1, with the constraint relation p = Φ − (VA2 + VB2 )
corresponding to relation (2.2). Taking into account the boundary conditions (2.4)
and (2.5), as well as the fact that time does not ﬁgure explicitly in equations of state
(2.3), the deﬁned problem of optimal control can be solved by a straightforward
application of [1, Theorem 22].
Based on the Pontryagin function (2.6), the conjugate system of diﬀerential
equations has the form
∂H
∂p
∂H
∂p
+λ
= 0, λ̇y = −
+λ
= 0,
∂x
∂x
∂y
∂y
∂p
∂H
+λ
= −VA (λx cos ϕ + λy sin ϕ),
λ̇ϕ = −
∂ϕ
∂ϕ
∂H
∂p
VA
∂p
∂H
+λ
= 2 λϕ , λ̇Φ = −
+λ
= λ,
λ̇ξ = −
∂ξ
∂ξ
ξ
∂Φ
∂Φ
λ̇x = −

(2.7)

where from it follows that λx = const. and λy = const., where is λ Lagrange
multiplier.
Having in mind that the initial state (2.4) is completely deﬁned, the transversality conditions corresponding to the initial position of the system are identically
satisﬁed.
The transversality conditions at the terminal position of the system on manifolds (2.5) have the following form
(2.8) λx ∆x(tf ) + λy ∆y(tf ) + λϕ (tf )∆ϕ(tf ) + λξ (tf )∆ξ(tf ) + λΦ (tf )∆Φ(tf ) = 0,
whereas, in accordance with (2.5), the variations of coordinates corresponding to
the terminal position of the system are
(2.9)

∆x(tf ) = 0,

∆y(tf ) = 0,

∆ϕ(tf ) = 0,

∆ξ(tf ) = 0,

where ∆(·) represents the noncontemporaneous variation [6] of the quantity (·).
Taking into account the independence of variation ∆Φ(tf ), based on (2.8) and
(2.9), it is arrived at the following boundary condition
(2.10)

λΦ (tf ) = 0.
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If controls belong to an open set, as in this case, the conditions based on which
the optimal control is deﬁned can be expressed in the form [1]
(2.11)

∂H
∂p
=λ
,
∂ui
∂ui

i = 1, 2.

When time tf is not determined in advance, as in this case, in solving the
system of equations (2.3) and (2.7) in the ﬁnal form, the condition should be added,
following from a straightforward application of [1, Theorem 1], that the value of
the Pontryagin function on the optimal trajectory equals zero for ∀t ∈ [t0 , tf ]
(2.12)

H(t) = 0,

that is, in accordance with the Pontryagin function (2.6)
(2.13) − 1 + λx VA sin ϕ − λy VA cos ϕ + λϕ

VA
+ λξ VB + 2km vλΦ (VA + VB ) = 0.
ξ

Now, based on (2.6), (2.11) and (2.13), the value of the Lagrange multiplier λ is
determined, as well as of the control functions VA and VB in the following form

1 
1
λ = − , VA = λx sin ϕ − λy cos ϕ + 2km vλΦ + λϕ Φ,
2Φ
ξ
(2.14)

VB = λξ + 2km vλΦ Φ.

Based on condition (2.12) deﬁned at the initial time moment, as well as (2.4),
(2.13) and (2.14), the conjugate vector coordinate λϕ is determined at the initial
time moment
r


2
1
− λξ (t0 ) + 2km vλΦ (t0 )
.
(2.15) λϕ (t0 )1/2 = ξ(t0 ) λy − 2km vλΦ (t0 ) ±
Φ0
Now, based on (2.3), (2.7) and (2.14), the basic and conjugate system of differential equations can be created in the form
sin ϕ[λϕ + ξ(λx sin ϕ − λy cos ϕ + 2km vλΦ )]Φ
,
ξ
cos ϕ[λϕ + ξ(λx sin ϕ − λy cos ϕ + 2km vλΦ )]Φ
,
ẏ = −
ξ
[λϕ + ξ(λx sin ϕ − λy cos ϕ + 2km vλΦ )]Φ
, ξ˙ = (λξ + 2km vλΦ )Φ,
ϕ̇ =
ξ2
2km v[λϕ + ξ(λx sin ϕ − λy cos ϕ + 4km vλΦ + λξ )]Φ
, λ̇x = 0, λ̇y = 0,
Φ̇ =
ξ
(λx cos ϕ + λy sin ϕ)[λϕ + ξ(λx sin ϕ − λy cos ϕ + 2km vλΦ )]Φ
,
λ̇ϕ = −
ξ
1
λϕ [λϕ + ξ(λx sin ϕ − λy cos ϕ + 2km vλΦ )]Φ
, λ̇Φ = − ,
λ̇ξ =
3
ξ
2Φ
ẋ =

whereas the state coordinates, as well as the conjugate vector coordinates, based
on (2.4) and (2.15), are determined at the initial time moment
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x(t0 ) = 0,

y(t0 ) = 0,
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ϕ(t0 ) = 0,

ξ(t0 ) = ξ0 ,

Φ(t0 ) = Φ0 , λξ (t0 ) = λξ0 , λΦ (t0 ) = λΦ0 ,
r


2
1
.
− λξ0 + 2km vλΦ0
λϕ (t0 )1/2 = ξ0 λy − 2km vλΦ0 ±
Φ0
Numerical procedure for solving the corresponding TPBVP of the system of
ordinary nonlinear diﬀerential equations of the ﬁrst kind is based on the shooting
method [2]. The ﬁve-parameter shooting consists of determining the unknown
coordinates of the conjugate vector λx , λy , λξ0 and λΦ0 as well as a minimum
required time tf .
The TPBVP is solved for the following values of the parameters
m2
,
s2

1
m
km = 0.2 , v = 1 ,
s
s
π
xf = 1.5m, yf = −1m, ϕf = rad, ξf = 3m.
2

Φ0 = 2

(2.16)

m0 = 2kg,

Table 1. TPBVP solutions for diﬀerent values of ξ0 .
Solutions

λx [s/m]

λy [s/m]

λξ0 [s/m]

ξ0 = 1m
0.710261 1.258352 -0.753975
ξ0 = 0.8m 0.317475 0.413259 -0.290266
ξ0 = 0.6m -0.121316 -0.543731 0.326574

λΦ0 [s2 /m2 ]

tf [s]

0.387281
0.351329
0.344384

1.999254
1.888149
1.894710

Table 1 shows the TPBVP solutions for diﬀerent values of the initial position
of the variable mass point B.

Figure 2. Trajectories of variable mass points A and B.
Figures 2 to 6 show the laws of change in the state coordinates, the reactions
of nonholonomic constraints, and the control forces at diﬀerent values of the initial
position of variable mass point B displayed in Table 1.
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t [s ]

Figure 3. Graphs of angle ϕ and relative coordinate ξ.

t [s ]

t [s ]

Figure 4. Graphs of control functions VA and VB .
It is evident from the analysis of the brachistochronic motion of the variable
mass point B, at diﬀerent values of the initial position ξ0 , Figure 2, that point B at
values ξ0 = 1m and ξ0 = 0.8m has one stopping point, whereas at the value of the
initial position ξ0 = 0.6m point B has no stopping points. Now, it is logical that the
question is imposed, at which values of the initial position the variable mass point
B will not have stopping points. To answer this question it is necessary, ﬁrst, to
determine the interval of values of the initial position at which there are solutions
to the corresponding TPBVP, and afterwards to determine the interval of values
of the initial position at which the variable mass point B does not have stopping
points. The boundary values of the interval of initial position can be determined
by analyzing the expression for the velocity of the variable mass point B at the
initial time moment given in (2.14)
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t [s ]

Figure 5. Graphs of reactions of nonholonomic constraints RA
and RB .

Figure 6. Graphs of control forces F1 and F2 .
(2.17)

VB (t0 ) = λξ0 + 2km vλΦ0 )Φ0 ,

where, based on (2.2), the quadratic form of the velocities at the initial time moment
is given in the form
(2.18)

Φ0 = VA2 (t0 ) + VB2 (t0 ),

where Φ0 is a known positive constant given in (2.16). The interval of values of the
initial velocities of points A and B of the system can be given based on quadratic
form (2.18) in the form
p
p
p
p
− Φ0 6 VA (t0 ) 6 Φ0 , − Φ0 6 VB (t0 ) 6 Φ0 .
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Case 1. Firstly, considerations will involve the ﬁrst boundary-value case when
the velocity of the variable mass point B at the initial time moment equals zero
(2.19)

VB (t0 ) = 0,

where, taking into account (2.17) and (2.19), the coordinate λξ0 can be expressed
in the form as follows
(2.20)

λξ0 = −2km vλΦ0 .

The conjugate vector coordinate λϕ at the initial time moment, taking into account
(2.15) and (2.20), now has the form
r 

1
λϕ (t0 )1/2 = ξ0∗ λy − 2km vλΦ0 ±
,
Φ0
where ξ0∗ is an unknown value of the initial position of the variable mass point B
at which the condition (2.18) is fulﬁlled. The velocity of the variable mass point
A, in this case, taking into account (2.18), has the value
p
VA (t0 ) = Φ0 .

Case 2. Now, the second boundary-value case is considered, when the velocity
of the variable mass point B at the initial time moment equals
p
(2.21)
VB (t0 ) = Φ0 ,

where, now, based on (2.17) and (2.21), the coordinate λξ0 can be expressed in the
form
1
− 2km vλΦ0 .
(2.22)
λξ0 = √
Φ0

The conjugate vector coordinate λϕ , taking into account (2.15) and (2.22), now,
has the form
λϕ (t0 )1/2 = ξ0∗ (λy − 2km vλΦ0 ).
The velocity of the variable mass point A, in this case, in accordance with (2.18),
has the value
VA (t0 ) = 0.
Case 3. The third boundary-value case is when the velocity of the variable
mass point B at the initial time moment equals
p
(2.23)
VB (t0 ) = − Φ0 ,
the coordinate λξ0 , based on (2.17) and (2.23), can be expressed in the form

1
− 2km vλΦ0 .
λξ0 = − √
Φ0
The conjugate vector coordinate λϕ , as well as the velocity of the variable mass
point A at the initial time moment, has the same form as in Case 2.
Now, the TPBVP consists of determining the unknown coordinates of conjugate
vector λx , λy , λΦ0 , the initial position ξ0∗ of the variable mass point B, as well as
a minimum required time tf .
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Table 2. TPBVP solutions for boundary-value cases.
Solutions
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3

λx [s/m]

λy [s/m]

0.204624 0.164933
-0.284007 -0.872005
0.854759 1.547967

λΦ0 [s2 /m2 ]
0.347044
0.360113
0.454692

ξ0∗ [m]

tf [s]

0.754055 1.878268
0.389082 1.997665
1.24971 2.210363

Table 2 displays the TPBVP solutions for the boundary-value cases presented
in the above section.

Figure 7. Trajectories of variable mass points A∗ and B ∗ for
boundary-value cases.

Figure 8. Graphs of control functions VA and VB for boundaryvalue cases.
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Figures 8 to 10 show the laws of change in the state coordinates, the reactions of
nonholonomic constraints, and the control forces for boundary-value cases displayed
in Table 2.

ξ0* = 0.389082m
ξ0* = 1.24971m

ξ0* = 0.389082m
ξ0* = 0.754055m

ξ0* = 1.24971m
ξ0* = 0.754055m

Figure 9. Graphs of reactions of nonholonomic constraints RA
and RB for boundary-value cases.

Figure 10. Graphs of control forces F1 and F2 for boundary-value cases.
From the solutions given in Table 2, the interval of values of the initial position
of the variable mass point B at which the TPBVP solutions exist can be determined
0.389082m 6 ξ0∗ 6 1.24971m,
whereas the interval of values of the initial position at which the variable mass
point B has no stopping points is determined by
0.389082m 6 ξ0∗ 6 0.754055m.
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From the above analysis of the brachistochronic motion of the system it is also
noticeable, Table 1 and Table 2, that a minimum value of the ﬁnal time moment
tf = 1.878268s actually corresponds to Case 1, when the velocity of the variable
mass point B at the initial time moment equals zero, that is, at the initial position
of the varibale mass point ξ0∗ = 0.754055m.
3. Conclusions
This paper considers the brachistochronic planar motion of a variable mass
nonholonomic mechanical system, with speciﬁed initial and ﬁnal positions. The
procedure for creating diﬀerential equations of motion based on the general theorems of dynamics of a variable-mass mechanical system is presented. The formulated brachistochrone problem, along with adequately chosen quantities of state, is
solved as a task of optimal control by applying Pontryagin’s maximum principle.
Numerical procedure for solving the TPBVP is based on the shooting method. Afterwards, the reactions of nonholonomic constraints as well as the control forces are
determined to realize the brachistochronic motion. The analysis of brachistochronic
motion at diﬀerent values of the initial position of the variable mass point B is performed. The interval of values of the initial position for which the TPBVP solutions
exist is determined, as well as the interval of values of the initial position for which
the variable mass point B has no stopping points. Authors consider that the results
obtained in this work can be extended to the general case of brachistochronic motion of a variable mass nonholonomic mechanical system, which will be the subject
of further investigations.
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АНАЛИЗА БРАХИСТОХРОНОГ КРЕТАЊА НЕХОЛОНОМНОГ
МЕХАНИЧКОГ СИСТЕМА ПРОМЕНЉИВЕ МАСЕ
Резиме. У овом раду анализира се брахистохроно кретање нехолономног
механичког система [3] променљиве масе у хоризонталноj равни између два
задата положаjа. Материjалне тачке променљиве масе везане су лаким механизмом типа “вила”. Закон промене маса материjалних тачака, као и релативне
брзине одваjања честица, у функциjи од времена познате су. Диференциjалне
jедначине кретања, у коjима фигуришу реакциjе нехолономних веза и управљачких сила, формиране су на основу општих теорема динамике материjалног
система промељиве масе [5]. Формулисан брахистохрони проблем, уз одговараjући избор величина стања jе решен као, наjjедноставниjи у овом случаjу,
задатак оптималног управљања применом Pontryagin-овог принципа максимума [1]. Добиjен jе одговараjући двотачкасти гранични проблем (TPBVP)
система обичних нелинеарних диференциjалних jедначина, коjи jе у општем
случаjу неопходно нумерички решити [2]. На основу тако добиjеног брахистохроног кретања одређуjу се активне управљачке силе, а уjедно и реакциjе
нехолономних веза. Дата jе анализа брахистхроног кретања при различитим
вредностима почетног положаjа тачке B променљиве масе. Такође jе одређен
интервал вредности почетног положаjа тачке B променљиве масе при коjем
постоjе решења TPBVP.
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